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GLUEBALLS AND OTHER EXOTICA IN pp ANNIHILATION

Stephen R. Sharpe 1

Physics Department, FM-15, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

SUMMARY

Theoretical predictions for exotic states are reviewed and it is found that there are

f(,w areas of agreernent between the various models. It is argued that a pp experiment

with suitable luminosity and detectors could provide much help in discriminating between

the models. Various specific final states are discussed.

INTRODUCTION and CONCLUSION

To avoid repeating rnyself I have combined Iny introduction and condusions2 . In th('

two sections following I will first flesh out the theoretical arguments and then discuss SOInt'

plwnomenological details.

This talk will address the questions: "What does theory tell us about exotic states

in QCD?" and ~'What can low energy proton - antiproton collisions tell us about exotic

states in QeD ?". Exotic states expected in QCD are glueballs, meiktons, baryonia (qqqq),

and dibaryons. I will concentrate mainly on glueballs and meiktons, and I will not say

anything about dibaryons.

In IllY vi('w prt'St'll1. theoretic a] ('xpectatioIlS rOIlc('rnin~ exotirs are weakly fOllUd(ld.

This can be seen in two ways ~ either by comparison of the various model predictions, or
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by examining the models themselves. The only common prediction for glueballs is that

the scalar glueball is lighter than the others, but the overall mass scale is very much in

doubt; it ma.y be anywhere in the range 0.7 - 1.7 Gev. For the meiktons the only comIDOIl

prediction is of a nonet of exotic 1-+ states; their masses vary from 1.4 GeV to 2.1 GeV.

In the long term, lattice calculations offer the best hope of well founded predictions. In

fact I am involved in a lattice calculation which I shall have more to say about below. Bu1

"long term" here means at least a few years.

Clearly, then, we need experiment to step into the breach. And that is has been doing

most successfully. In fact, too successfully - a lot of new states (£, (J, gs, G(1590),gt, e, ...),
and unexplained enhancements (J /'f/J -+ 1PP, ...) have been found, but theorists cannot

agree on their interpretations. This will doubtless change, and one very important catalyst

will be more data. In particular, some of these states have only been seen in" one channel

and by one experiment. Confirmation of such states, and, hopefully, the discovery of new

resonances, is a general reason why it is very important to build the pfi machine.

For such a machine to be useful, however, it is important to have detectors that

can easily separate pions from kaons, and which have good neutral detection. Also good

resolution in energy detection is needed because many of the interesting channels have

large combinatorial backgrounds. As studies at the J /t/J have shown, it is very important

to get high statistics in order to disentangle the myriad states that have and might appear.

Thus a crucial feature of the machine will be a large enough anti-proton luminosity. I will

try and say something more quantitative about this below, although it is really guesswork

at this stage.

It is natural to wonder whether a pp machine is particularly suited for producing
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exotic states, and in particular states containing excited gluonic degrees of freedom. It

seerns plausible that this is so - a drastic rearrangement of the quarks and anti-quarks is

occurring - but it is not so clear as in radiative J / 'l/J decay. However, it should not be

forgotten that pp was the first experiment to cOlne up with a glueball candidate back

in 1963 [2]. So there is good reason to suppose that with more statistics and better-
experiments, much more can be found out now.

As I see it there are two main lnodes of operation in which one will search for exotics.

_ The most straightforward is to look for exclusive production of states heavier than 2'1np ,

such as the ~ and the ¢<f; states. This method also applies to the heavy rneikton states .
.-
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The second method is to look for exotics produced in association with one or two pions,

and perhaps also kaons. This is the pp equivalent of the radiative J /1/J decay which has

been so successful in providing us with new states and structures. The main disadvantage

of the pp reactions, conlpared to the radiative J /v decays, is that they need not involve

hard gluons, so there will be a larger background froln the production of conventional

resonances. Because the "trigger'· particle(s) are not photons, there will also be larger

combinatorial backgrounds. Compensating for these problems is the possibility of much

larger rates, and thus much higher statistics, than those obtained in radiative J /~} decay.

This is very important becaus~ only with high statistics can spin-parity analyses be done,

and such analyses are crucial if the data is to be unraveled. Also some channels, in

particular the exotic J PC = 1-+, are suppressed in radiative J / t/J decay but not in pp

annihilation.

Thus if the detectors and machine are good enough pp annihilation is a source of

exotics potentially exceeding radiative J / t/J dec~y. If so it will be an excellent machine for
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exploring the unsolved puzzles of the spectrum of QCD.

THEORY

(a) Glueballs. I have little doubt that QCD contains glueballs in its spectrum. My

confidence comes from the lattice regularisation of QCD, which has been simulated nu

merically with some success. I would like to spend some time discussing the pros and

cons of lattice calculations because, unlike the other models used to describe glueballs and

meiktons, lattice calculations use an approximation (discretization) which becomes exact

in a well defined limit. Thus to interpret lattice work and estimate its utility one has to

use different criteria than, say, for the bag model. Since I'm now involved in the lattice

business and thus think I know something about it, I will try to provide a filter through

which the non-lattice expert can pass lattice results.

Let me start by considering pure gauge QeD, Le. gluons with no quarks; in fact all

numerical work to date on glueballs has been done on this theory. The important questions

are, first, whether the theory has a mass gap between the lowest energy (vacuum) state

and the first excited state (as opposed to the possibility of a theory of massless gluons). I

think that this question has now been definitely answered in the affirmative [3]. The second

question is whether the continuum limit can be taken, Le. can one tune the parameters, in

this case take g(a) -t 0, so that the mass gap diverges in lattice units, in a way specified by

the renormalization group. To this question there is not yet a definitive answer, although

I hasten to add that there is no evidence to which suggests a negative answer. There is

strong evidence [4][5] that quantities other than the mass gap - the string tension (see

below) and the deconfi!1ement temperature - do diverge in the appropriate way (show
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'~asymptotic scaling" in the parlance), and I think these calculations are very impressive

achievements of the lattice approach. But it is simply a matter of making the (more

difficult) measurement of the mass gap on bigger and better lattices in order to check

asymptotic scaling, and this takes time.

On the lattice one gets at masses by measuring two point (spectral) functions - much

like one measures the electromagnetic two point function experimentally with an e+ e

Illachine. The rnain difference is that one works in Euclidean space on the lattice, so that

a given state contributes a term Ae- mit} - t 2 1, where A is the product of the coupling of

the initial and final operators to the state, and m is the mass. Thus to extract the mass of

the lightest state in a channel on£' needs to go to ~'large enough" tirnes, and convincingly

demonstrate that one is only seeing a singlf' exponential. One can help matters by finding a

cOlnhination of operators which projects maxirnally onto the light(~st state, and rninimally

onto higher states, so that tIl<' arnplitude for the higher states is relatively reduced. This

technique is called the Monte Carlo Variational method.

Now, the original glueball estimates [6] were made with data rarely extending out

to three timeslices, so even with a variational calculation, it is extremely hard to draw

convincing conclusions. To do so in qq meson mass calculations one often needs many

Jl)Ort' tiul<'slices (of order 10). Tl)(, f('(l.SOIl that tIl(' signals ar(' so poor for gllH'h;dls is tlt<l1,

there are fluctuations at both ends of the correlator. Both the operator which creates ttl('

glueball state, and that which destroys it, fluctuate. With qq mass calcll1ations 1 part of the

calculation is done dpt,erIninistically, and ruuch better results ensue. Various techniques

have now been developed to reduce this problem for glueballs. The most useful to date

has heeIl that of doing the functional integral in th(' presence of a fixed glucball source [7j.
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Then th('re are fluctuations only at one end of the correlator, and signals which ('xt('nd out

to timeslices comparable to those in qq calculations have been found. This technique does

have problems - it does not F;ive an upper bound on the mass, it can b(' done only for one

J PC at a time, and it is less arllenable to variational m('thods -- but it has given the only

credible Il1aSS gap lIH'aSUf('IlH'uts to date. Ullfortunat(\ly it has not h(,(,l1 dOll(' sucfessfully

on lattices 011 which the other physical quantities have shown asynlptotic scaling. I will

quote the results nevertheless: the ratio of the scalar glueball mass to the square root

of the string tension is 2.5 and rising at ;3 = 5.9 [3]. If one naively sets the scale using

I\, ~ (.42GeV)2 for the string tension this gives a glueball mass of greater than 1 GeV. No

mass value has yet been found using sources with J PC = 2+ + .

The collaboration of which I mIl a part 18J has attelupt(\d to circurnvcnt the problnIl of

ne('ding to go to sInall('r couplings and thus larg(\r lattices by using an improved actioIl. TIlt'

idea is to add rIlore ternlS to the gauge actioIl and tunc thenl to rerIlove, as far as possible,

the artifacts of the lattice approximation. The hope is that one can get better results froIH

the same size lattices, at the relatively small cost of a decrease in the monte-carlo update

time. Our action also takes us further away from the singularity in the fundamental-adjoint

plane, which singularity may be the cause of the late onset of asymptotic scaling. Our

results have some unresolved problems, but we do seem to find that ~"-- ~ 3 -- 3.5. This
rnG

would put the scalar glueball mass between 1.2 - 1.5 GeV. Unfortunately we also have

found that the signal for the tensor glueball disappears in the noise at the third timeslice,

so we cannot extract a rnass.

I do not wish to trumpet this result too loudly, however, for a number of reasons.

It is preliminary: we are performing better analyses and hope to get more data. More

...
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iInportantly. though, the relevance of results obtained in the pure gluon theory is not at

all clear. Including fermion loops will no doubt change the values of the string tension

and the glueball mass, and will allow the glueball to mix with qq states, and also to

decay. These changes could well be by a factor of two [g1 and there is no good reason

why ratios such as ~ should remain unchanged. So a pessimistic point of view would be
mG

that we have learnt little or nothing about the real world froIn lattice calculations to date.

There is also a suicidal viewpoint: that glueballs and qq states are not different - but this

seems unlikely as one can construct glueball operators with spin-parities such as o~ ~ not

available to qq states. Or finally, there is the optiIllistic point of view that the rnain effect

of including dynClIllical f('rrnions is to change the cocfficicIl t in the fI function and thus

r hange tIl(' way that physical quantities diverge as one takes tIl<' continuUIll liInit. Ratios

are unchanged, and the results discussed above would apply. (xcept for possible mixing

and unitarity effects. This view receives some support from thi~ sIIlall scale calculations

done with dynamical fermions [10]. As I said in the introduction it will be a few years

before we know for sure.

Before I move on I want to comment on a recent preprint of Berg et al [11] claiming

to find ('vidence that the tensor glueball Inass is lighter than the scalar glueball rnass in

pUf(' QeD. This fe'sult is suprising froIn a syrnIIH'try point of view, but also I think Wf(mg .

TIl(' authors usc small lattices, rnost of which arc deconfined or nearly so, i.e. the theory

is in the gluon plasma phase which has no glueballs.

I start('d hy saying that the lattice presented the only hope of results tha.t we could

helieve in. and now I've alrnost discounted the lattice results obtained to date. This leaves

us with a. rnatley assortruent of Illodeis which have been reviewed extensively by Ine 112]
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and many others [13][14]. Since very little new work on these models (that I'm aware of)

has been done in the last two years 1 refer the reader to thes<, earlif'r reviews. 1 will briefly

rc'cap tll{' conclusions of Iny survey of the IIlOdels.

Bag, constituent gluon, sum rule, and flux tube modf'ls all agree that the scalar

glueball should be the lightest. Beyond that there is little agreement in the ordering of

the states, and there is little agreelnent OIl the overall scale. The flux tube and SUIn rule

Inodels tend to give mne h higher Inasscs with lots of states lying above 2rn p, states whic h

Inight be found in an c~xclusiv(' l'P search. TIl(' width of glueballs is not clear, varying froIH

the relatively narrow yfoz I prediction of O(10MeV), to the very broad width expected

(1 think quite reasonably) for a scalar glueball decaying to two pions. One interesting

possibility, suggest<'d by the ba.g rllodel [151 and, in a diffC'f('nt sense, by tlH' J /1/' radiative

d('cay data: 16] [17], is that consh tuent gluons have an enhanced coupling to strangf' quarks.

This, at the very least. is meant to make one suspicious of the naive prediction of flavor

singlet decays.

Another naively expf~cted property of glucballs is a. depressed coupling to photons

hoth in radiative d('ca~ s and in two pll,)ton production. This together with the naively

exp<'cted enhanced production in tlH' "gluoll rich" radiative J /1/) decay ha.s IC'ad Chanowitz

113] to suggest the quantity "stickiness" (a term which grabs you and won't let go)

S =- r ~~~1/~"?.r:;~2 (corrected for phase space). S should be large for glueballs and is large

for the Land O. Unfortunately, it is hard to know how to fit pp production into this

scheme. In any case, I want to stress (see refs. [12] and [13] for more detailed discussion)

that stickiness Illay not be a good guide for the scalar and psuedoscalar channels. Due to

the trace and axial anomalies, respectively, there is large non-perturbative mixing between
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qq and gluon components in these channels, at least for the lightest state(s). This is

unfortunate, as it obscures the naive signature, but it is one of the few well founded

predictions that one can make.

As far as the radiative decays go, the glueball widths will be smaller than those for

the qij states which are not radially excited, with the possible exceptions of the scalar

and pseudoscalar channels, but the widths may be comparable to or larger than those of

radially excited qq states. Thus radiative decays may provide a useful discriminator, but

not in the way naively expected. Thus if at all possible the pp detectors should be able

to study radiative decays.

(b) meiktons. Meiktons are hybrids between qq states and glueballs, and thus are

known by some as hermaphrodites. They contain both valence quarks and gluons. They

don't quite have the "cache" of glueballs, which is due in part to the dryness of editorial

arbitration, but they may be just as important phenomenologically. Their existence as

states separate from glueballs and qq mesons is not universally accepted: it may not be

correct to think of glueballs as made of valence gluons, rather as an assemblage of an

infinite number of gluons. However, an appeal to the lattice again makes it seem likely

that such states exist, at least for heavy quarks. Here I am explaining some very nice work

of Michael and colla borators [5].

To measure th.' potential between infinitely heavy quark and antiquark on a lattice

one measures the lowest energy of a line of flux as a function of it's length. One can couple

to this flux by using, for example, the product of gauge link matrices along the straight line

joining the quark and antiquark. What Michael and co-workers do is ~~twist" the flux line

between the quark and antiquark such that it belongs to a non-trivial representation of the
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cylindrical group. Thus they force the flux line to be excited, with the quarks themselves

still fixed. This gives rise to a potential of higher energy than the usual one, but it still

yields bound states. These then are the equivalents of Ineiktons for heavy quarks. This

picture has been developed into a ph~nonwnologic.al rnode! by Isgur, Kokoski and Paton

[18], about which Nathan Isgur will talk here.

For light quark rIleiktons one rnust allow the quarks to fluctuate. One call construct

qqg operators and in principle measure their correlation functions. However. it is very

difficult to get the statistics needed for a good signal, and so far no results have been

obtained. However, since one can construct simple operators with the exotic quanturIl

numbers (e.g. 1 - +) expected of meiktons, the only way that they cannot exist is to have

infinite IIlass or z(\ro arIlplitude. If tll(' exotic Illeiktons exist, th(\Il it is rnost likely that

the others do too. Notice that none of tlu\se arguIIH'llts really bare llPOll tll<\ question of

whether valence glue is a valid concept. If it is, then it gives information about the order of

the rnany states for which one can write down interpolating operators. A correspondence

between interpolating operators and the ordering of states has been investigated by Jaffe

and collaborators [19].

For any guide to their rnasses and properties, though, one must turn to the Illodehi

which I have already tried to put down above. The most important common prediction

is that among the lightest meiktons there is a nonet of exotic 1-+ states. Bag models

[20][21][22] put the isovector at 1.4 - 1.8 GeV, the flux tube rnodel (FTM) at [18] 1.9 GeV,

and the sum rule calculations at 1.3 [23] or 1.6 - 2.2 GeV [24]. Perhaps, then, a reasonable

range is to bracket these, i.e. 1.4 - 2.1 GeV. The bag model has 0- +,2-+,1-- nonets

within 400 MeV of the 1--+, while the FTM predicts that states with all the spin-parities
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(0,1,2)-+,1- -, (0, 1,2)+- ,1 ++ will lie in this range. Thus the FTM has the extra exotics

0+- and 2+- among the lightest meiktons.

I mention in passing that for heavy quarks the 1-+ and 1-- states are both predicted

1Jl the ranges 4.0 - 4.3 GeV for ccg, and 10.5 - 11.0 GeV for bbg, and that this agrees

with the lattice estimates. Again there is disagreement on the quantum numbers of other

states present close to these masses, and furthermore there is disagreement on the ordering

of levels between bag and sum rule calculations. In any case these states will lie above

the open flavor thresholds, and so will be difficult to fino. But they are certainly worth

searching for in the scanning mode of a PI} machine.

Unlike glueballs, meiktons always come in flavor nonets, which is both good and

had. Good because it allows OIlC experimenta.lly to keep a.way from the higher background

isoscalar cha.JlIH,ls; had because if one tries to identify an experimental state with a IlH'ikton,

then one must find candidates for the rest of the states in the nonet.

Turning to the decay of the meiktons, confusion continues to reign. Calculations have

been done in the FTM and using sum rules. To be fair I should say that the FTM and

t.he associated flux breaking mechanism for meson decay have been extensively tested by

Isgur and co-workers. By comparison, the sum rule method has been less rigorously tested

in its applicat.ion to decays. Despit.e t.his the differences in the predictions are so large, as

you will see, that. it is difficult to believe in the detailed predictions of either model. I will

simply summarize the results.

The FTM finds that meiktons are very broad and that the dominant decays are to two

mcsons, onc of which is orbitally excited, the other not. Decays to two L = 0 mesons with

SOlJW relative angular momentum are suppressed. These properties make them very hard
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to find. One of the best cases is the I = 1, 1-+(p); it has r(p ---+ 1rD + 1rB) ~ 200MeV

in the FTM. The sum rules have as yet nothing to say about this decay, but do find

substantial decays to two L = 0 mesons: r(p ---+ P1r) ~ to - 100 MeV [23] or 600 MeV

[24], r(p ---+ K* K) ~ 300 - 1300 MeV [24] (sic). I deduce from this that it is reasonable

to expect meiktons to be broad, possibly very broad. Furthermore, the theory is not in

good enough shape to tell us which modes to look for, and so both types of decay should

be tried.

Another decay mode is p ---+ TJ(77')1r. Because the final mesons are in a p-wave, this

process is described only by quark diagrams which are disconnected, the TJ(TJ') being con-

nected to the valence gluon. This mode may be suppressed by the Vv'OZI (sic) rule, but

is still a good channel to try.

Two other properties of experimental relevance which have been suggested are that

the gluon in the meikton will have and enhanced coupling to strange quarks (just as for

glueballs above), leading to decays which are OZI violating for ordinary mesons such as

p(1+-) ---+ </>1r, and that the octets may not appear ideally mixed, the w(isoscalar) being

heavier than the p (isovector) by ~ looMeV.

Finally, if mixing with qq states is a potentially confusing factor for glueballs, then it

is even more so for meiktons, except for the exotic ones. Thus in non-exotic channels state

counting may be the only way we can tell that something is new.

(c)Baryonia or -I-quark states. I want to say something about these states, since they

may not be covered in any other talk here. These are the least convincing of the exotics

I've discussed so far. Lattices provide no insight here, and present lattices are in any case

too small to accomodate what are most likely quite extended states. The problem with
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these states is that by construction they nearly all lie close to their two body "fall apart"

thresholds, and if above them they are like attractions, not resonances. It is hard for me

to say anything not said, either for or against, in the original papers by Jaffe [25]. They

do not have exotic J pc, but some have the exotic isospins ~ and 2. Unfortunately the

exotics tend to be heavier, and thus lie above their f tIl apart thresholds. Even if below the

threshold there are in most cases many OZI allowed decays available, so they are likely to

be quite broad. This makes the proposed identification of the e(2220) [26] with an ssss

state seem unlikely at first sight, but arguments have been presented [27] in support of

this identification. These authors also argue that higher mass baryonia, in particular cscs

with .J PC :-.~~ 0+ + , should have similar properties. Such states could be scanned for with a

PP Inachine.

These negativf' COIIunents are all tru(' with two notable exceptions, the b (980) and

the S· (980). Here the bag model and non-relativistic quark models convergf> and predict

a state below K K threshold. The bag model has trouble in suppressing the fall apart

decay b -+ r17r, but the non-relativistic quark model picture of essentially a K K bound

state has no such trouble because the K and K are well separated most of the time.

This picture explains many things[25], but it should not be forgotten that there is an

alternative approach thE" qnark model with unitarity corrertions 1281-- which also claims

to accomodate these states. However, Barnes[291 has pointed out that recent two photon

production of the b has yielded results quite different fronl quark model predictions, yet

lunch dos(~r to th(' haryonia predictions.

These states ar~ not without their mysteries still, though. The branching ratios B(h -+

ll7r) and B( /j t I(K) appear to be I)fOC('~S d('I)(\Il<I(\Ilt. Furth(\rInorc, a K-Iuatrix analysis
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of the existing 7r7r ~ ?T7r, 7r?T ~ K K, pp ~ pp( 1T'7r )central and pp ~ pp(K K)central has

yielded an extra S-matrix pole very close to the S· [30]. All this means that more data is

needed.

Although it is not stnctly relevant, I want to mention a recent paper of Lipkin [31]

which arv;ues that baryonia containing two heavy quarks, and two light antiquarks should,

for sufficiently heavy quark, be stable against fall apart decay. Unfortunately, these states

have to be pair produced, but if there were any way of scanning for them, it would be

most interesting.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The previous section should have made clear that theory can provide few definite

predictions, though it has given many guidelines, which if at all true, could be usc-ful

experimentally. I imagine that a sort of bootstrap is possible, data sorting out the good

ideas from the bad, leading to more reliable predictions. etc. . This cycle can take place

without understanding the reason that one model is preferred over others. The aZI rule

is a case in point.

To sort out the good models and ideas from the bad, it is clearly essential that we

get more data. This is not just a ritual cry for more which covers up a lack of under

standing - on the contrary we are approaching a great leap in our understanding of meson

spectroscopy, thanks to new results from radiative J It/; decay and other experiments. But

some crucial pieces in the puzzle are missing, and a pp machine could provide them.

Two examples spring to mind, and they will begin what amounts to a series of ex

amples of how a pp machine can help in the search for exotics. This series is not, by

any means, supposed to be exhaustive. The first example is the €(2220), seen in K+ K-
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and KsKs in radiative J /'l/J decay by the Mark III [26], but not seen by DM2. Mark

III barely has enough events in the background free channel KsKs to do a spin-parity

analysis. The €can be produced exclusively in pp , and can he mapped out in the scanning

mode. Even if the fraction of the total cross section is 10-4, with 5.105p/sec a planned

LEAR experiment expects to get 50 events/hour {32]. If so, a reasonably short run can

determine the spin-parity, width, and search for other decay modes. Although perhaps the

most reasonable interpretation of the € is a L = 3,2++ss meson [33], exotic interpretations

have been suggested. Determining the properties of the € can help settle these issues. In

particular the L = 3 model requires a state at about 2 GeV decaying to two pions. For

further discussion of the t see the talk of Mike Chanowitz.

The other example that stands out is the 1,(1460), which state deserves pride of place

in this talk. Over the last few years, the isoscalar, pseudoscalar channel above 1 GeV

has become more and more confused. A careful reanalysis of the original channels pp --+

7r7r(KK7r) and pp --+ 7r1r(7]7r7r) at a variety of beam momenta is essential. Since there may

be two psuedoscalars and one axial vector in this n1ass region [17], a search in as many final

states as possible should be done. Even if one of the states decouples from some channels,

it will not do so from all. More discussion of the L is given in the talk of Harry Lipkin.

Part and parcel of the I, mystery is the problem that the 6(980) seems to have different

decay bra~chingratios in different production reactions. The 6 can be studied in pp --- 7r6,

where the pp annihilate from a 0-+, I = 0 state3 . The similar decay to T/6might g;'e

1 As dis("tlss~d hy .Jaffe in his talk, if one looks in the 7r 0 7r 0 7] IIlode, 0 - +-, I = () is the

only initial channel allowed. This will help to reduce the background. Sinlilar arguments
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SOIIlC information about the structure of the b. Other exclusive decays produced with

non-zero p momentum such as w6, p6 and 4>6 are also interesting, particularly in light of

the Mark III finding that Jjt/J --1- 4>8· occurs at a much greater rate than Jj~J ~ p6[171·

Sirnilar decays to the S· Dlay help clarify the T-matrix pole structure.

It Inay be, however, that the only way to convincingly dcrnonstrate the existence of

exotics is to discover states with exotic quantunl nUDlbers. The 1- + is easily accessible in

pp ~ 7rl-+, with the final state in a p- or s-wave, depending on whether the initial state

is in an s- or p-wave. All non-strange members of the exotic nonet are accessible. These

reactions can only proceed from annihilation at rest if ml- + < 1.7GeV, which may well

not be heavy enough. Notice that for the production of the exotic 1-+ ,pp annihilation is

favored over radiative J I 'ljJ decay because in the latt(~r the two gluons cannot couple (OIl

lnass shell) to 1-1 .

Having produced the exotic, it should be looked for in rJ7r, p1r (there is probably a

large background in this channel pp --+ 41r), K·k, 7rBand 1r D. The last two channels

have large combinatorial backgrounds, and can only be accessed from annihilation in flight

because the particles must be in a p-wave. But it has been claimed that using appropriate

decay channels a signal could be reconstructed, if it existed[34]. The remaining members

of the exotic nonet could be searched for in association with a kaon.

Sinlilarly the state G(1540) seen in "'''1 and TJTJ' [35] could be searched for in association

with a pion in the annihilation at rest.

Finally, a scan for the exclusive decay pp ---+ 4>4> should help clarify the existence and

properties of the tensor 9t states found at Brookhaven.

I have not talked at all about rates, mainly because they are hard to estimate theoret-

...
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ically, and because I do not know the planned machine parameters. The branching ratio

BR(pp ~ L1f1r)BR(L ~ KK1r) is about 2.10-3 . If radiative Jj1/J decay is any guide, this

will be one of the largest exclusive branching fractions. Thus a sensitivity to branching

ratios down to 10-5 or lower should be aimed for. If this can be achieved, and a general

purpose detector built, I foresee a low energy pp annihilation machine at FNAL yielding

lots of interesting physics.
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